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Recommended by OHMM® Design Studio

KEEPING YOUR OHMM® FURNITURE LOOKING GREAT
Unsure on what’s proper care and maintenance?
Here are our advice and tips to keep your furniture looking great and giving you many years of enjoyable times.
Like most things in life, a little time and effort in maintenance goes a long way. Not only will this make you feel good
having clean outdoor furniture to enjoy, but keeping your furniture clean will give you many years of service - as well as
making a good impression on your guests.
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SUNBRELLA® FABRICS & CUSHIONS

All covers can be removed and washed at maximum 40°C (104°F) with a mild natural detergent. Hand washing is recommended rather than machine
washing. Then simply line dry - they will dry very quickly – do not place in a dryer. Be careful not to drag or yank your covers across any abrasive
surfaces or sharp corners when removing or installing.
You can also spot wash the stains by scrubbing vigorously with a soft brush and mild soap, rinse thoroughly in cold water and air dry. Refit when dry
and ensure the cushion pads are also clean and dry.
If the Sunbrella® fabric has some wrinkling, use an iron, if necessary, but only on the synthetic setting i.e. barely warm. As some irons exceed the
recommended 100°F temperature on the synthetic setting, test a small inconspicuous area before ironing entire piece.
For maximum performance, keep your cushions dry and clean whenever possible. If they do get wet, allow them to dry out. Always store your covers
dry. Follow these simple steps and you’ll have years of usage with your cushions looking like new.
One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good and to delay deep or vigorous cleanings is to properly maintain the fabrics. This can be
accomplished by simply brushing off dirt before it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills as soon as they occur or spot cleaning soon
after stains occur.
Hand washing
1. Soak fabric in a solution of ¼ cup mild detergent per gallon of lukewarm water.
2. Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush as necessary.
3. Rinse thoroughly to remove all detergent residue. Air dry.

RAUCORD® FIBRE

Woven furniture requires minimal maintenance. Simply use a mild natural detergent with luke warm water and a soft non abrasive bristle brush,
and rinse with a gentle spray of clean water from a hosepipe or bucket. Dry with a clean cloth. Like fine automobiles, all fine furniture will look
better longer with proper care and maintenance. Avoid using any abrasive cleaning materials.

POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Like any finely painted surface, such as an automobile, routine washing with mild natural detergent and a soft non abrasive cloth or sponge, and clear
rinsing will keep your powder coated furniture frames looking new. Dry with a clean cloth. Do not use any abrasive cleaning materials.

BATYLINE® MESH

Easy to clean – simply wash mesh with a mild natural detergent with luke warm water and a soft non abrasive bristle brush, and rinse with a gentle
spray of clean water from a hosepipe or bucket. Leave to dry.

TEMPERED GLASS

Regular maintenance will help to keep your glass table top clean and sparkling. Use window cleaner or a mixture of water and vinegar to get a streak
free glass top.

STAINLESS STEEL

Since stainless steel is not impervious to corrosion and it will require regular maintenance to preserve its finish. Clean the furniture (and ferrules) on
a regular basis with a dedicated stainless steel cleaner such as 3M’s Stainless Steel Cleaner. Do this on a regular basis to avoid any ‘tea stains’ or build
up of corrosion. This is critically important if you live by the coast or in very tropical environments.

TEAK TABLE TOPS & ARMS

Over time, teak will naturally weather from a golden brown to a silver grey ‘patina’ colour. To help care for your teak, use a good quality teak cleaner
to quickly remove accumulated dirt, and a good quality teak stain guard to protect your furniture from everyday stains such as butter, oil and red
wine. We do not recommend oiling your teak table tops and arms.

CORIAN® TABLE TOPS

Easy to clean – simply wipe down with a soapy cloth, rinse and wipe completely dry. Avoid abrasive cleaning materials such as bathroom cleaners.
Best to clean up spills immediately. In the case of deep scratches, these can be buffed out by a Corian maintenance specialist. Please contact OHMM
for assistance.

LEARN MORE
To learn more about OHMM® and our products, please visit our website www.ohmm.sg or email us at info@ohmm.sg

